The Stevens’ Art Panels:
“Palm Springs in Sculpture – Past & Future”
Most of us have driven past them for
years – unaware – but the Stevens’ Art
Panels at Union Bank, on the south-east
corner of Indian Canyon and Ramon Road,
deserve more than our fleeting attention.
Fortunately for the curious among us,
the Friends of the Palm Springs Library
hosted architect David L. Gray to
enlighten his audiences about them in a
skillful presentation on their creator and
creation, including a particularly
interesting segment about the elaborate processes by which the panels were cured,
imbuing the terra-cotta with a near-steel strength for longevity.
The two multi-paned panels at what used to be the
original front entrance of First Security National Bank,
were conceived and crafted by Arizona sculptor and
part-time Palm Springs’ resident, Lawrence Tenney
Stevens (1896-1972).
Executed in 1959, these
bas-relief masterpieces are
done in an exuberant,
naturalist, W.P.A. style,
with each terra cotta panel
featuring a central image
neatly framed by 10
vignettes of an idyllic and
delightfully haphazard history of Palm Springs.
A Sun Goddess adorns one central panel, symbol of
the desert’s vitality and special fecundity when water is
available, who is surrounded by depictions from Palm
Springs’ Past: of a fanciful prehistoric opening, of Captain Anza’s (later “de Anza”)
“discovery” of the Agua Caliente tribe living at the natural hot
springs in 1774, of Pedro Chino’s legendary hospitality and of
the arrivals of the stagecoach and iron horse to the desert.
We’re also introduced to notable figures in our Village’s
history: Dr. Welwood Murray, the first innkeeper and booklender; Nellie Coffman, who ran the long-lived Desert Inn,
successor to the Murray
enterprise; and finally
to Palm Springs’
incorporation as a City
in 1938. Throughout,
the shallow three-dimensionality of the basreliefs’ personages are startlingly lifelike and
remarkably accurate, adding immediacy while
further attesting to Stevens’ skill.

The companion panel is anchored by a Sun Deity in its
central panel, evoking the male spirits of ingenuity,
cultivation and enterprise with which “the white settler”
tamed the desert of the modern Present (of 1959, that is).
Tennis, golf, swimming, culture, leisure – and, of course,
shopping & the automobile! –
are all depicted as part of the
“perfectly natural good life” in
which each of us were expected
to play a worry-free,
sophisticated-yet-humble and,
above all, thoroughly satisfied, part.
The optimistic, post-War / “Space Age” exuberance
of 1959 – and its implied “happy Jetsons” future – are
literally palpable thanks to Stevens’ recognizable, decoflavored style, itself representative of that 1930s’ social
ethic toward a rational, equitable democracy for all…
In light of our current national trend
backward toward intolerance and ignorance,
I found myself overswept with ennui after
viewing these masterworks – for the future
I’d been raised to anticipate and embrace, but
which found itself horrifically hijacked by the
flint-hearted politics of the past forty years.
But I didn’t give in to the sadness for
very long,
because my
inspiration proved deeper than my despair. Viewing
Stevens’ panels reminded me to remind myself daily
to embody the many misplaced values encoded in
these vignettes and apparently banned from the
current media dialogue: honor, integrity,
responsibility, kindness, team-work, community and,
above all, caritas (now there’s a forgotten word!) –
because I realized (slow learner that I am) that the
future is up to each of us to do the right thing. Every
time. And to expect nothing less of one another.
Because if we begin truly doing that, we might still
retrieve a future we find meaningful.

